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Phoneschevron_rightApplechevron_rightiPhone 12In stock. Estimated Ship Date December 23 - December 28 location_on Find stores nearby iPhone 12 colors lineup. Apple While Verizon and AT T had offers ready to go when Apple announced its latest iPhone 12 line, T-Mobile took the day off. On Wednesday, the carrier finally unveiled
its offerings, and although they are not as aggressive as AT and T, the carrier has some discounts available for those who change or upgrade. For switches, the carrier offers a two iPhone 12 Pros and two service lines package with its Unlimited Essentials package for $100 per month when negotiating two eligible devices. The Essentials
plan is the company's cheapest unlimited plan that would normally run $120 per month for two lines with no iPhone included. Although it lacks benefits like free netflix or international data roaming outside of Canada and Mexico, it has unlimited discussions, text and data and hotspot access (although the latter is capped at 3G speeds).
Taxes and fees are not included in this plan, and you will need to stay on T-Mobile for 30 months to fully refund iPhones. If you leave before that date, the remaining balance on the phones is due. Read: Our first impressions of the iPhone 12, 12 Mini, 12 Pro and 12 Pro Max Those who add a line or switch but don't want the Essentials deal
can get up to $850 on any new iPhone 12 series as long as you add a line and trade in an eligible device in good condition. According to T-Mobile's website, the $850 will be applicable if you trade in an iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max. Those trading in an iPhone 11, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone
8 Plus will get $680 less while older iPhones like the iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus and second-generation iPhone se will get $530 less. The carrier is even giving up $230 off when trading in an iPhone 5s, iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, iPhone 4s, iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 3GS or first-generation iPhone.As with other carriers, discounts will be
given as bill credits over 30 months to keep you on the T-Mobile network. If you want to refund the device before you can, the monthly bill credits will continue to come as long as you stay with T-Mobile. However, if you change before the end of the 30 months, you risk losing the credits. It is also interesting to note that the carrier limits the
maximum number of device exchanges per account to four, and that there may be other fees such as a $10 SIM card fee or $20 aid or upgrade support. You'll also be on the hook for all taxes. Discounts for upgrades and long-term users Angela Lang/CNET Those who already have T-Mobile or Sprint will be able to get up to $500 on a
new iPhone 12 series phone through bill credits when trading in a eligible device in good condition. The ventilation of the appliances is a little different from the offer offer new customers. The $500 will be offered to those trading in a Pro 11, 11 Pro Max, XS, XS Max (but not the 512GB 11 Pro and 256GB/512GB 11 Pro Max), while $415
less is available for those trading in an iPhone 11, XR, X, 8, or 8 Plus. Those who have an iPhone 7, 7 Plus or a second-generation iPhone SE can get $300 less, and the iPhone 6S, 6S Plus, 6, 6 Plus and get original you'll get $215 less. Any older model dating from the original iPhone will get $50 less. The operator also gives those who
have been with T-Mobile or Sprint for five years or more an extra $200 on any new iPhone when you trade or turn in any iPhone active on an eligible plan. Although it was not immediately clear which plans would be eligible, T-Mobile combines this offer with the up to $500 less promotion, which could result in potential savings of $700. As
with the switcher agreement, discounts will be expected in the form of monthly credits. Unlike some of its rivals, all T-Mobile and Sprint plans will be able to use 5G. The new iPhones, which support 5G, presents a unique opportunity for T-Mobile. After falling behind Verizon and AT-T in the early years of the 4G LTE, thanks to its Sprint
merger earlier this year, the non-carrier is left with a 5G network that is more robust than its rivals and one that offers all three flavors of 5G. In a blog post released Tuesday, CEO Mike Sievert touted that his company's national low-band 5G network now covers 260 million people and that its 5G medium-band network - which offers a
significant improvement in speed over the low band while still working indoors - is now available to 25 million people. T-Mobile plans to expand the midband offering to cover 100 million people by the end of the year, but it has yet to provide an update to extend its higher and faster millimeter wave service beyond the six cities it launched
last year. The new iPhone 12 and 12 Pro will be available for pre-order on Friday before going on sale on October 23. The 12 Mini and 12 Pro Max will be pre-ordered on November 6 before sales begin on November 13. Phoneschevron_rightApplechevron_rightiPhone 12 ProIn shares. Estimated Ship Date December 23 - December 28
location_on Find nearby stores What's the news: T-Mobile has holideals for everyone: get the mighty iPhone 12 or iPhone 12 mini for $0, a two for one on iPhone, or get two iPhone 12s AND two Apple Watch SEs for just $10/month. And existing customers can get the iPhone 12 mini for 0 with trade. Plus, when you sign up for any TVision
LIVE service plan, you'll get more than 30 of TVision VIBE's top-rated entertainment channels included and 12 months of Apple TV on us, giving customers access to popular original apples, with new shows added each month. And new T-Mobile for Business customers can get up to $4,750 when they switch to the Un-carrier. (whew) Why
it matters: This holiday may seem different, but T-Mobile ensures that families, friends and businesses stay connected even remotely. To whom if it is: All those who want to be the hero of the holidays of 2020 (or who just want to have fun, because 2020). BELLEVUE, Washington — November 19, 2020 — We know you're ready to finish
2020... how's T-Mobile's latest and biggest deals concluded while you're at it? Today T-Mobile (NASDAQ: TMUS) announced that the holideals of the Un-carrier start early, starting from DEMAIN, Friday, November 20 - for everyone ... those who pass from other guys and existing customers. T-Mobile has these offers and even more offers
for all. Want your Black Friday deals early? You've got them. Want an iPhone with 5G for as little as $0, with just sales tax, on the nation's first and largest national 5G network? Done. Want epic holiday deals that keep coming all season long? Fa-la-freakin'-la, they're yours! Look, 2020 was a year ... so we're going great this season with
major deals on the latest Apple and tv products. And we have offers for absolutely everyone, because everyone deserves a happy vacation, said Mike Sievert, CEO of T-Mobile. Customers want the powerful iPhone 12 lineup; They want reliable, national 5G for their home and business; they want to cut the cord; and they want everything
now — so that's what we give them, and with others to come! Are apple's new products — and 5G — HERE to mark or offer Apple's latest and largest? The iPhone 12 range has just fallen and all tap into T-Mobile's 5G network - the first and largest in the country. iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 mini feature
advanced new camera systems, a new design reinvented with a Super Retina XDR edge-to-edge displays and Ceramic Shield front cover, a powerful A14 Bionic chip and more. The iPhone 12 range makes it easy to cope with FaceTime with your family from near and far, capture great vacation photos and create festive holiday videos,
now shot in HDR with Dolby Vision. For customers looking to get started from the start of their New Year's resolutions, Apple Watch SE packs the essential features of the Apple Watch into a modern design that customers love. The ultimate combination of design, function and value, the Apple Watch SE features the largest and most
advanced Retina display. In addition, watchOS 7 features a built-in compass to improve tracking of outdoor activities, fall detection and more to help customers stay connected, be more active and stay eye on their health. watchOS 7 also brings family setup, which allows kids and older family members who don't have the iPhone to enjoy
the Apple Watch - making Apple Watch SE a great gift for everyone on your vacation list. All T-Mobile postpaid customers can mark these offers. Here's how: Switch to T-Mobile and get get iPhone 12 64GB or iPhone 12 mini for $0 (up to $830) via 24 or 30 monthly bill credits depending on the device, and just pay sales tax, on any
postpaid plan when you pick it up on T-Mobile's interest-free equipment payment plan (EIP), activate a new voice line and trade in an iPhone.Already eligible for T-Mobile? Starting Wednesday, November 25, existing customers on any postpaid plan can score a new iPhone 12 mini for $0 (up to $730 off) and just pay sales tax. Just pick it
up on EIP and the device is yours via 24 monthly bill credits when you trade in an eligible iPhone. Our Christmas present for you! Buy one, gift one: Gift a new iPhone on us (up to $730 less) via 24 or 30 monthly bill credits depending on the device when you take a new model of iPhone 12 or iPhone 11 model. Just get both on EIP and
then activate a new voice line on any postpaid plan (two lines for new customers). What time is it? It's the holidays. Get two Apple Watch SEs for only $10 a month via 30 monthly bill credits when you pick them up on EIP and activate a new Apple Watch line (new customers need to activate two lines). Two for me, two for you: Get two
iPhone 12s and two Apple Watch SEs for only $10 a month total via 30 monthly credits. Take all four on EIP, activate both iPhone models with new postpaid voice lines, exchange two eligible iPhones and activate an Apple Watch line (new customers activate both watches on new lines). This means that for only $120 a month with
AutoPay, you get two epic iPhone 12s on Essentials and two Apple Watch SEs with service. Looking to cut the cord this holiday season? Current TVision LIVE customers and anyone who signs up for a TVision LIVE service plan receives more than 30 of TVision VIBE's top-rated entertainment channels included. And, get 12 months of
Apple TV on us - giving customers access to the popular apple originals Ted Lasso and The Morning Show - when you subscribe to the Live TV or Live Zone packages of the TVision LIVE service, and only $4.99/month after 12 months. Metro customers, ready to save big? Switch your family to Metro via T-Mobile and get Metro's lowest
price on unlimited with four lines for $25 per line, including four free phones via instant discount. Or pass and get a 64GB iPhone SE for only $49.99 after discount redemption and three months of service with AutoPay. Also, at the moment, there is no charge to pass! Visit a metro by T-Mobile store or tomorrow to find out more. T-Mobile
for business customers, enter here too! As a special holiday storage prankster, coming up, companies can get up to $4,750 in bill credits to cover their carrier's early termination costs or remaining device payments when they change 10 lines to non-carrier and take new phones on EIP on a qualifying plan. It's up to $650 per line for the first
five lines and $300 per line line Because, really, you won a vacation bonus. Visit here to learn more about T-Mobile for Business. The best value in wireless - 5G includedWith T-Mobile Essentials, customers get unlimited talk, text and 5G data on America's largest 5G network - and save 20 percent on their plan on the other big guys with
two or more lines. Plus, they'll get one-carrier benefits loads like weekly free stuff and T-Mobile Discounts Tuesdays, an unparalleled set of free tools to protect against scams and unwanted calls with Scam Shield and when they need it, the most award-winning customer service in wireless with a dedicated team of Experts. T-Mobile has
the first and largest 5G network nationwide, now covering 270 million people across 1.4 million square miles with the extended low-band 5G range. And the Un-carrier quickly set up its 5G ultra-capacity 5G band (2.5 GHz) - now reaching 410 towns and villages across the United States with plans to cover 100 million people by the end of
the year. T-Mobile's 2.5GHz spectrum is the weak point for 5G, offering customers wide coverage and ultra-fast speeds — 7.5 x faster than today's average LTE speeds — with peaks approaching 1 Gbps. And it's just above the Un-carrier's advanced LTE network that covers 99 percent of T-Mobile's holideals tomorrow at tmobile.com/offers/deals-hub. These offers are available from tomorrow ... but only for a limited time, then channel your Dasher or Prancer inside and register online at t-mobile.com, at your local store, or by calling 1-800-937-8997. You can go t-mobile.com to set up an in-store appointment, shop or even switch to T-Mobile. But if
customers choose to shop in-store, be aware that masks are required to enter and rest assured that T-Mobile stores are frequently cleaned and assailed. Mobile experts are monitored at the temperature before each shift and have gone through covid security training to ensure a safe shopping experience for all. Follow T-Mobile's official
twitter press room @TMobileNews up to date with the latest company news. If you cancel your line before receiving all promotional bill credits, you may owe up to the full amount of the device (e.g., iPhone 12 64GB - $829.99) on the required financing agreement; If you cancel your account, contact us first as you may be able to make
monthly payments at a discount. In case of congestion, the fraction of users - 50 GB/mo. or 35GB/mo. (Metro) may notice reduced speeds and Metro customers may notice reduced speeds compared to T-Mobile due to prioritization. Tax on the price before credit due to the sale. If you've cancelled lines in the last 90 days, you may need to
reactivate them first. Must be active and in good standing to receive invoice credits; allow 2 invoice cycles. $0 iPhone: Max 4/account. iPhone BOGO: Up to $730 in credits on a low-priced device. Max 6 devices/reduced account. Reduced. 12 - Apple Watch SE: iPhone 12: $0 down - $27.67/mo. x 30 mos.; pre-credit price: $829.99. 0%
APR. $29.99 using invoice credits on the first device; $329.99 via invoice credits on the second device. Max 4 devices/reduced account. 2/$10 Apple Watch: Max 6/account. Metro $4/25: At least 1 eligible port-in required. If you cancel any line, the promo fare ends. Metro Free Phones: Eligible Port-in Required; limit 1 per line/port.
Selection and quantities available while supplies last. $49.99 SE: After instant delivery, identification validation, and new plan activation. AppleTV: Sign up for promotions.t-mobile.com/appletv before 12/31/20 and exchange code in the Apple TV or iTunes app on or before 31/1/21. Renews automatically, cancels at any time. 1/account.
TVision VIBE: Service and content subject to change. Save 20%: Savings on data plan; characteristics and taxes and fees may vary. TFB $650/300: Through invoice credits after completing the port-in eligible for eligible service and registration lines, allow 15 days. About T-MobileT-Mobile U.S. Inc. (NASDAQ: TMUS) is the nonsupercharged U.S. carrier, offering a 4G LTE network and a transformative national 5G network that will provide reliable connectivity for all. T-Mobile's customers benefit from its unparalleled combination of value and quality, an unwavering obsession with providing them with the best possible service experience, and an undeniable desire
for disruption that creates competition and innovation in wireless and beyond. Headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, T-Mobile provides services through its subsidiaries and operates its flagship brands, T-Mobile, Metro by T-Mobile and Sprint. For more information, please visit: . .
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